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Welcome
Dear Reader, 

As an organization, Iowa Safe Schools has historically been defined by our work

supporting LGBTQ youth across the state of Iowa. This support has come in the

form of direct victim services for youth, education for their teachers or school

administrators, advocacy in the legislature, and outreach to community partners.

We realized, however, that there was a piece of the puzzle missing. 

Often when we think about supporting LGBTQ youth, we focus on what seems to

correlate directly to their safety and success, and forget about the supportive

structures that may or may not be present in their lives. The truth is, LGBTQ youth

need support, and their support needs support too. That is where this guidebook

comes in. We know that there is a need for additional information on how

parents/guardians, families, and loved ones can support their LGBTQ child while

also finding the support they need. 

In this guidebook, you will have the opportunity to explore different tips,

guidelines, and resources that will allow you to better support the LGBTQ youth in

your life. You will explore ways to support your own physical and mental well-

being, learn how to form adult groups that support and advocate for queer youth,

and gain insight on how to be the best ally you can be. 

We thank you in advance for taking the time to utilize this resource. Your

thoughts and feelings are important to us, your experience is valid, and your voice

should be heard. 

Best, 

Dana Van Renterghem

Editor, Iowa Safe Schools' Parent & Family Guidebook
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History of Iowa Safe Schools
The Beginning

Iowa has made significant progress in helping create safer schools for LGBTQ students. In

2007, Iowa became the 10th state in the nation to pass a comprehensive Safe Schools

Law that protects ALL students. Including the Safe Schools Law was the extension of the

Civil Rights law which protects LGBTQ school staff members from discrimination. 

Founded in 2002, Iowa Safe Schools worked for five years by hosting community forums

across the state and talking to leaders one on one about the importance of protecting all

students. These forums led to movements in many Iowa communities to pass protections

on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity.

After years lobbying in the Iowa Legislature to pass this important bill, Governor Culver

and Lt. Governor Judge made it a priority in their first two months in office to pass.With

their help and that of floor managers State Representative Roger Wendt and State

Senator Mike Connolly – the Safe Schools Law became a reality. The bipartisan vote on SF

61 made protecting students in schools not only an ethical, professional, and moral

obligation – but a legal one. Laws, however, are only good if enforcement and education

follow. Work remains to be done to protect all students from bullying, harassment, and

discrimination. Part of this begins with you.

Iowa Safe Schools' Parent & Family Guidebook5

The GSA Network

In Fall 2016, Iowa Safe Schools launched this GSA Network program, with the mission of

empowering students to create safe spaces in Iowa schools through youth activism and

community support. It is designed to provide resources and support to LGBTQ and allied

students in Iowa, as well as educators and GSA advisors. The Network connects GSAs

across the state, and assist students interested in starting a GSA get their group off the

ground.



Queer Campus Coalition

Pride Camp - "Not Your Typical Gay Camp"

In Summer 2018, Iowa Safe Schools hosted Pride Camp for the first time, the only

LGBTQ youth summer camp of its kind in the Midwest. The mission of Iowa Safe

Schools’ Pride Camp is to provide a safe and affirming place for LGBTQ & allied youth

ages 14-18 to learn valuable life skills and network with other LGBTQ youth in a

supportive and nurturing environment. Pride Camp is an epic, life changing program

for LGBTQ and allied youth to learn, grow, and connect with each other. Pride Camp is

not your typical gay camp, and is the first of it’s kind in the Midwest to offer a safe space

for students.

Parent & Family Support

History of Iowa Safe Schools
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In Spring 2017, we launched the Queer Campus Coalition, with the mission of

supporting LGBTQ students pursuing post-secondary education in Iowa. By

communicating, growing, and advocating together, we can make institutional changes

that lead to better and safer worlds for all students.

Now, in 2021, we are creating this guidebook for parents, families, and loved ones of

LGBTQ youth to turn to when they need it most. We are helping support systems

become better allies, which starts with taking care of themselves.
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The Trevor Project's
National Survey on LGBTQ Youth
Mental Health, 2021

1 in 3

69% 50% 34%

LGBTQ youth report their home is LGBTQ-affirming. 

Where do LGBTQ youth access LGBTQ-affirming spaces?

ONLINE AT SCHOOL AT HOME

Where do Trans and Nonbinary youth access gender-affirming spaces?

71% 47% 33%
ONLINE AT SCHOOL AT HOME



The Trevor Project's
National Survey on LGBTQ Youth
Mental Health, 2021
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 Access to safe and supportive environments is a crucial

component to the success of LBGTQ youth. Research

shows that 17.3% of students in Iowa identify as Gay,

Lesbian, Bisexual, or Questioning (Iowa Department of

Public Health, 2019). Data suggests that when these

students can identify an adult who supports them, their

levels of success will increase. 

Rationale for Supporting LGBTQ Youth

42%

2X

70%

80%

of LGBTQ youth seriously considered attempting suicide 
in the past year. 

LGBTQ youth are twice as likely to attempt suicide if 
subjected to conversion therapy. 

of LGBTQ youth said their mental health was "poor" 
most of the time, or always, during COVID-19

of LGBTQ youth stated that COVID-19 made their living 
situation more stressful. 

 The Trevor Project. (2021). 2021 National Survey on LGBTQ Youth Mental Health. West

Hollywood, California: The Trevor Project.
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If you have questions after
reading the previous section,

you can connect with our
Parent & Family Coordinator

by emailing
dana@iowasafeschools.org  



The 
Basics
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Fact or Fiction?

Iowa Safe Schools' Parent & Family Guidebook11

Homosexuality is not a type of mental
illness and cannot be "cured" by
psychotherapy. 

Although homosexuality was once thought to be a mental illness, the American

Psychiatric and Psychological Associations no longer consider it to be one.

Psychiatric and psychological attempts to "cure" LGBTQ people have failed to

change their sexual orientation. These "treatments" can create emotional trauma.

Risks associated with conversion therapy are prominent and include increase in

depression, anxiety, and self-destructive behavior. Conversion therapy iterates

that LGBTQ people have no value compared to their cisgender and heterosexual

peers, and often creates intense feelings of self-hatred. The Trevor Project’s 2020

National Survey on LGBTQ Youth Mental Health shared that youth who undergo

conversion therapy reported more than twice the rate of attempting suicide in

the past year compared to those who did not. 

F
A
C
T

Your child can become transgender
because of their friends or things they
see online. 

Being trans is not contagious. Coming to terms with one’s identity and coming

out are deeply personal experiences. Some youth may not have felt comfortable

coming out until meeting affirming and supporting peers, and often these

supportive communities are found online. 

F
I
C
T
I

O
N
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This is just a phase

Although both gender and sexuality are fluid and can change over time, what

your child is experiencing is not “just a phase.” In the moment, this is the most

important thing that your student has going on in their life. If your child made the

decision to disclose this piece of their identity to you, asking or stating that it is

“just a phase” could invalidate the very real and potentially difficult emotions they

are experiencing at the time. 

F
I
C
T
I

O
N

There is no way you could have
predicted your child being LGBTQ. 

F
A
C
T

Although society stereotypes lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer

people certain ways, there are no indicating factors that define someone as being

LGBTQ. Just because your son likes dressing up as a princess does not mean he is

gay or trans; the same goes for your daughter who likes to wear her hair short and

wrestle instead of dance. The only way for you to know your child is LGBTQ is for

them to tell you. 
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You can only have positive and
supportive emotions surrounding the
topic of your child coming out as
LGBTQ. 

 When a child comes out as LGBTQ there is so much emphasis placed on their

thoughts, feelings, and experiences. We sometimes forget their loved ones and

those who are closest to them are undergoing a major change as well. It is okay to

be surprised. It is okay to feel sadness, confusion, or maybe even anger. Your

emotions are valid. We encourage all parents and family members who are

struggling with this information to find safe, judgement-free spaces where they

can express and navigate these feelings without projecting them onto their child. 

F
I
C
T
I

O
N

Coming out is a life-long process that looks different for everybody; there is

no textbook that tells youth, 'how to be LGBTQ.' If students do choose to

come out, it is important that they are informed about safety measures to

practice:

Individualism and Coming Out

Identify a support system

Communicate needs

Establish boundaries

Ensure physical safety



Happy
Sad
Confused
Joyful
Relieved
Angry
Hesitant
Disappointed
Upset
Bitter
Annoyed
Indifferent
Calm
Patient
Peaceful

 
Emotions it is OKAY to feel 
when your child comes out:

Emotions that are NOT OKAY 
to feel when your child comes out:

NONE!
 

Present
Cynical
Afraid
Anxious
Paralyzed
Worried
Humbled
Helpless
Thankful
Surprised
Shocked
Scared
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How YOU Feel

*Every emotion that you could possibly fathom when your child comes out as

LGBTQ is valid to feel. It is important to remember that feelings are not right or

wrong, good, or bad. Feelings are transient and are not meant to permanently

reside with a person. However, our feelings are our own and should not be

projected onto others, specifically your child in this situation. If you cannot

verbalize a positive response in the moment, that is okay. Nod to show you are

listening and thank them for sharing with you. 
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Communicating
with Your Student

Both verbal and non-verbal communication will come into play while interacting

with your student during and following their coming out experience. The

following tips suggest potential ways you can demonstrate support for your child

through your communication:

In the moment...

Regardless of how you are feeling about what your child shared, remember

that they trusted you with information that they may not have told anyone

else before. Coming out is scary, and your child is looking for reassurance

after disclosing this information to you. It’s okay to explore with them how

they’re feeling now that they have told you—it is likely they’re experiencing a

wealth of emotions. 

"I'm so glad you told me. Thank you."

Coming out is not a problem that needs solving, but it can be an extremely

emotional and exhausting experience for your LGBTQ child. They may say

they just wanted to get it off their chest, and ask you not to bring it up again

unless they start the conversation. They may ask you to tell their

grandparents for them. They may ask you to tell them ‘everything is going to

be okay’. There is no way to know if they need something specific if you do

not ask. Remember, it’s okay if they say, ‘I don’t know,’ right now. 

ASK your child if there is any specific way they'd like
you to support them. 
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Depending on your child and the relationship that you have with them,

physical comfort may be welcomed in this moment. Ask first and respect

your child’s answer. 

Offer a hug. 

No relationship is perfect, and they often come with difficult times. When

your child comes out, they may be fearful of disappointing you or of how

you may react. They are probably looking for reassurance that this is not the

case. Acknowledge that you know they made a huge disclosure to you, and

that you know that takes a great deal of strength and courage. One of the

best things to do is to simply verbalize to your child that you love and

support them, unconditionally. 

Remind them you love them. 

Moving forward...

It is normal for adults to ask about each other’s children and the happenings

of their lives. Remember that each child’s coming out story and timeline is

different—their identity is not yours to disclose, especially if they are not

ready to out themselves publicly. Ongoing communication with your child

about where they are at in their coming out journey is key. For example, say

your friend asks if your child is dating anyone—if they are, would your child

prefer you share the truth (regarding relationship status, names, pronouns,

titles, etc.) or would they prefer you redirect the conversation? For some

children, it may be just as hurtful for you to disclose their identity when they

are not prepared as it is for you to lie or hide their identity. Ongoing

communication can mitigate the possibility of not being aligned with your

child. 

Clarify with your child who knows about their identity,
and how they want you to respond if and when anyone
ever broaches the topic with you. 
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When your child wants to discuss issues surrounding their identity, they will.

If you are constantly asking them to discuss this, even if you are only

interested in their life and well-being, they could view it as you hyper-

focusing on this element of their identity and seeing them as “only” LGBTQ

and nothing more. You can encourage normal dialogue and healthy

conversations with your child by simply asking how their day went and

what some of the things they did were. Promoting your interest in this open-

ended way allows your child to answer with as much or as little detail as

they feel comfortable sharing.

Follow your child's lead. 

Excusing yourself from a conversation is not a sign of weakness, it is a sign

that you know when you could be at risk of saying or doing something

hurtful. Verbalizing how you are feeling instead of acting it out, is also

helpful. “I’m feeling ______ right now, so I need some time to process” can

be a great line to role-model positive and respectful communication with

your child. Own and navigate your own feelings before attempting to make

them mesh with someone else’s. 

If you need a break, take one. 

There are a lot of components that can play a role in supporting your child’s

overall health. Identifying open and affirming providers in all areas is great

practice that can positively impact your child’s experience maintaining their

physical, emotional, and spiritual well-being. Locate LGBTQ-friendly

physicians, identify open and affirming churches or groups in your

community, and note inclusive mental health providers that you can offer as

supports to your child. Keep in mind, however, to never frame their LGBTQ

identity as a problem that must be solved. Always ask your child if they wish

to explore additional supports before bombarding them with a list of

different services. 

Offer access to supports outside of your family. 
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You may not recognize or understand different terminology that your child

uses to identify themselves. There’s discretion between your child coming

out regarding their sexual orientation vs. coming out regarding their gender

identity. In either scenario, you will want to educate yourself to the best of

your ability with a general understanding of that community. You will not

be able to learn everything at once, and it is okay to make mistakes. The

important thing is to demonstrate to your child that you are actively

working on learning to better-support them. 

Use the information they share with you to educate
yourself further. 

The following section will provide a basic introduction to gender identity, gender

expression, sexual orientation, and biological sex for your reference. 
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If you have questions after
reading the previous section,

you can connect with our
Parent & Family Coordinator

by emailing
dana@iowasafeschools.org  



 
Education
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Identity 101
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At the very foundation of supporting your LGBTQ child will be understanding the subtle

nuances within how they identify. Often, those who are not familiar with or educated

about the LGBTQ community may confuse different identities. This section will provide

you with basic knowledge about the topics of gender, gender identity, gender

expression, biological sex, and sexuality. 

Gender                          is a social construct that

identifies certain things like

behaviors, expressions, careers, or

activities as being inherently male or

inherently female. This could be as

simple as the idea that boys play with

cars/trucks and girls play with dolls. 

Gender Identity                                               is how a

person navigates living in a gendered

society and world. A person’s gender

identity is all about how they think

about themselves. It is often

described as a person’s innermost

sense of gender and is often

connected to names and gender

pronouns. Gender identity can either

match a person’s biological sex

assigned at birth or not, and should

be though of as independent from

biological sex. 
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Gender Expression                                                    is the way

in which a person projects their

gender identity on to the world

within the context of how a culture

identifies masculine or feminine

characteristics. Actions, clothing

choices, demeanor, and hair styles are

just a few of many ways in which a

person can express their gender

identity. For example, it is

traditionally thought that men wear

bowties, making them masculine and

girls wear dresses making them

feminine. 

Sex Assigned at Birth                                                           (or

biological sex) refers to the physical

traits or sex characteristics that are

associated with being male or female.

Some of the traits and characteristics

referred to most frequently are

genitalia, hormone levels,

chromosome patterns, and endocrine

systems. Many people fit in to the

categories, but approximately 1 in

1,500 people are born with some sort

of variation in their development.

When a person no longer fits perfectly

into the box of male or female, they

are often referred to as intersex. 

Sexual Orientation                                                   refers to

the romantic, sexual, and/or

emotional attraction to other people

with the potential to form a

relationship. Unlike gender which

refers to who a person is, sexual

orientation refers to who a person

likes or is attracted to. 



Iowa Civil Rights Act

The Iowa Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimination and harassment based on

certain identities including sexual orientation and gender identity. Some ways

that this state-level policy applies to LGBTQ individuals (including youth) includes

protecting their ability to access and utilize facilities such as restrooms and locker

rooms. It also protects their right to use a preferred name and pronouns or any

public facility that best-aligns with their gender identity (regardless of their

biological sex assigned at birth) and comfort level. 

Laws & Policies 
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Part of being a parent is having that innate desire to protect your child at all cost.

When it comes to parenting or supporting an LGBTQ youth, knowledge about

protections that cover your child are a helpful tool. The following section will

provide you with a brief overview of some local and federal protections that

ensure your child's safety in different settings. 

Protecting Your Child
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Anti-Bullying & Anti-Harassment Act of 
 2007 (Iowa Code 280.28)

The Iowa Safe Schools law states that all accredited schools in Iowa (including

accredited private schools) must have a board policy on creating safe schools. The

policy must include:

A definition of harassment and bullying
An anti-harassment/anti-bullying statement
A reporting procedure
An investigation procedure
Statement that students will be protected from bullying
and harassment based on any of the following traits or
characteristics: age, color, creed, national origin, race,
religion, marital status, sex, sexual orientation, gender
identity, physical attributes, physical or mental ability or
disability, ancestry, political party preference, political
belief, socioeconomic status, and familial status. The
school board may add to this list, but they cannot omit
any of the listed traits. 

Furthermore, 

The policy must be publicized
School officials must report annually on incidents of
harassment and bullying, as well as the discipline of
bullies.
Schools are encouraged to provide programs designed
to eliminate harassment and bullying in schools,
training for all teachers, and training for all students. 
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Finally, it is important to know that the Iowa Safe Schools Law includes that a

student has the right to a safety plan, and that accommodations should be made

available on a case-by-case basis during and after an investigation of bullying or

harassment. A safety plan is an outline of procedures and practices that can be

implemented to increase physical and emotional safety for a specific, individual

student. A safety plan could include different passing hours to navigate to classes,

the use of a particular restroom that the student feels more comfortable in, and/or

notes about who the student has identified as an ally to talk to in the school.

Remember, each plan is individualized to a specific student and their needs. There is

also no parental notification clause present in Iowa Code 280.28, so the school

cannot notify the parents if against the child’s wishes. In some scenarios, parental

notification could “out” a student and create an unsafe environment at home. 

Title IX

Title IX is a federal civil rights law that prohibits sex-based discrimination in any

school or other education program that receives federal money. Title IX also

discusses in great detail the practices and procedures for responding to sexual

harassment and sexual assault in these spaces. It is important to know that although

the language “sex-based” is used in Title IX, it has been interpreted and upheld that

it does apply to and protect transgender students. Per Title IX all students should

have access to facilities that match their gender identity on overnight trips and

living quarters, and all students have the right to accommodations during and after

sexual harassment/sexual assault investigations in order to best-continue their

education. Accommodations should be considered on a case-to-case basis, and are

not “one size fits all.” Although all public schools are required to have a Title IX

Coordinator on staff, it is important to know that students are not required to report

instances of sexual harassment or assault to the school before speaking with or

reporting the event to law enforcement. 
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Family Educational Rights Act (FERPA)

FERPA applies to all schools that receive federal funding and prohibits the improper

disclosure of personally identifiable information derived from education records.

Information that school staff have gathered through personal knowledge or by

word-of-mouth is not covered under FERPA, so it reinforces the unlawfulness of

“outing” a student, even to their parents or law enforcement. Therefore, school staff

cannot share a student’s gender identity or sexual orientation with others.   

Equal Access Act (EAA)

The EAA was a product of the Reagan Administration, and addresses requirements

that schools must enforce regarding non-curricular student groups. The EAA typically

comes up in discussion with LGBTQ youth regarding Gay-Straight Alliances/Gender-

Sexuality Alliances (GSAs). Per the EAA, a non-curricular student group is defined as a

group that is not directly related to the body of courses offered by the school. [For

example, the Chess Club would be non-curricular because a chess course (most-likely)

is not offered. However, a Debate Club could be considered curricular if there was a

course in debate offered.] This act applies to any school that receives any federal

funding and covers grades 7-12. The EAA plainly and simply states that all non-

curricular groups must be treated equally and held to the same expectations. 

This act confirms that the approval process for a GSA must be the same as any other

non-curricular group. [So, if the GSA is required to present to the school board to be

approved as a group, the Fellowship of Christian Athletes must do the same.] GSAs

must also be given the same privileges and access to any school resources that any

other non-curricular group has; this includes but is not limited to restrooms, budgets,

advertising, meetings, events, and advisors. A 7-12 school that receives federal funding

cannot bar a GSA from forming out of fear of how others will react or because of

concern from the community. Similarly, the school cannot require the GSA to censor

the group’s name, the content spoken about, or the use of terminology such as ‘gay’,

‘LGBTQ’, ‘queer’, ‘trans’, etc. 
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If you have questions after
reading the previous section,

you can connect with our
Parent & Family Coordinator

by emailing
dana@iowasafeschools.org  



 
Safety
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Your Child's Safety
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Finding services and resources that are open and affirming for LGBTQ youth to

share with your child is a non-verbal way that you can demonstrate support.

Researching inclusive primary care physicians, specialists, churches, mental

health providers, and community partners is a great place to start. In the case

that your child shall ever face immediate danger or an emergency, we have

listed important contact information for 24/7 hotlines below. If it is an

immediate emergency, dial 911 or visit your local emergency room. 

The Iowa Victim Service Call Center
1-800-770-1650 or text ‘iowahelp’ to 20121

The Trevor Project
1-866-488-7386

CommUnity Crisis Services
1-855-325-4296 or chat at www.IowaCrisisChat.org

The National Sexual Assault Hotline
1-800-656-4673

Trans Lifeline
1-877-565-8860

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
1-800-273-8255

http://www.iowacrisischat.org/
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Finding a Provider
Having a healthcare provider who is an ally to the LGBTQ community can be a matter

of life and death. There is a difference between a provider who is “LGBTQ-friendly”

because they love their lesbian cousin or have nice gay neighbors, and a provider who

is well-educated and culturally competent in LGBTQ healthcare issues. A client should

never have to educate their healthcare provider about their needs, especially when

said client is a child or teenager. Instead, providers should know of specific health

risks and concerns that affect the LGBTQ community. The following is a list of basic

questions to help you and your child begin to assess the cultural competence of a

healthcare provider. Be sure that your family asks as many questions as necessary to

assure that your child (first and foremost) and you feel safe and comfortable with

treatment. 

What is your experience working with LGBTQ youth?

What training/evidence-based treatment do you/your practice have for issues

that may arise related to LGBTQ health and wellness?

 Does your office have a non-discrimination policy? 

Does your facility have a gender-neutral restroom?

Do you believe that children and teens are too young to determine their gender

identity and/or sexual orientation?

What is your position on conversion therapy? 

How would you describe your experience using gender-neutral language? 

How would you describe your knowledge of safety risks and considerations

related to LGBTQ identities? 

How would you describe your knowledge of stereotypes and/or common

misconceptions about the LGBTQ community, and microaggressions that could

be harmful if used throughout treatment?

Do you offer letters for name changes and other forms of gender-affirming care? 



In addition to asking any questions, but sure to consider the following:

The provider’s website – pay attention to the language used and whether it is

inclusive. For example, if discussing topics such as pregnancy are clients

automatically referred to as “women”, or are they discussed in terms such as

“pregnant person” or “someone who menstruates.”   

Reviews posted by past clients – the LGBTQ community is protective of its

own and will often post if they have negative or positive experiences with a

provider. Keep in mind, reviews are subjective based on individual

experiences.

Word of mouth – ask friends in the community or allies if they have

recommendations. You can also consult local organizations whose mission

supports the queer community.

Digital patient forms – most healthcare providers will make their intake

paperwork available online or digitally prior to your first appointment. Be

aware of options that are given for gender identity markers, as well as if

there is a place to list your preferred name and legal name. 

Iowa Safe Schools' Parent & Family Guidebook31
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If you have questions after
reading the previous section,

you can connect with our
Parent & Family Coordinator

by emailing
dana@iowasafeschools.org  



 
Adult

Groups
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Finding a Support
Group for Parents
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As you support your child during and after their coming out, it is crucial to remember

that you need to take time and space to care for yourself as well. We often think about

the analogy of an individual running out onto a frozen lake and falling through the ice

—you cannot help this person if you immediately react by following suit and falling

through the ice, too. Instead, you must ensure that you are prepared and best

equipped to provide support at any given moment.

Support groups are a great place to find support and build community with other

parents/guardians, family members, or friends of LGBTQ youth. Support groups

provide a safe space to express one’s thoughts, feelings, and experiences related to

their child coming out. These spaces are created with the intention of allowing adult

allies to ask questions, make mistakes, and learn how to best-support their LGBTQ

child. 

To allow parents/guardians to identify other adults with shared experiences and build

community, Iowa Safe Schools is piloting a Support Group for Parents of LGBTQ

Youth. This group will meet in-person monthly to discuss a plethora of topics related

to being the family member of a child who identifies as LGBTQ. Participation in these

events is flexible, and will provide support for adults at any stage of learning to

support LGBTQ youth. 

To receive additional information and sign up for the next meeting, contact our

Parent and Family Coordinator at dana@iowasafeschools.org. 

Our staff can also provide you with an extensive list of identity-specific support groups

across the state or available online. 

mailto:dana@iowasafeschools.org
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Starting a Support
Group for Adults

1) Gauge Interest

Chances are you are not the only local parent, guardian, or family member of an

LGBTQ youth who would like to have access to a support group. Many people find

comfort in having a community where they feel safe, supported, and affirmed in their

thoughts, feelings, and emotions. Utilize word of mouth, social media platforms, and

local press to gauge interest in your area. 

2) Recruit allies/additional leadership support

Once you have gauged interest in your area, identify a few dedicated peers that are

interested and willing to join you in kickstarting this project. Make sure that you are

upfront and direct about your vision for the group but ensure that there is space for

all parties to voice perspective and suggestions. Defining clear goals and roles for the

starting members will keep the group on an organized path. 

3) Find a space

Think outside of the box for where you would like to host your support group in your

community. Identify and connect with different public spaces, organizations, or

groups in your community who are noted as open and affirming spaces for the LGBTQ

community. Public libraries, open and affirming churches, and some restaurants often

have conference spaces that they will rent out or donate to different causes. 
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4) Have a plan

Having a roadmap in place will assist you in getting your group up and running. Take

note and make clear documentation of things such as—

How often will our group meet and for how long? 

What will we discuss? 

Will we partake in activities or events? 

What are the goals of this group? 

Who will be allowed to attend? 

5) Promote

Once you have a solid plan and foundation in place, it is time to begin spreading the

word and actively recruiting members to attend your group meetings. Again, be

creative. Think of different forms of advertisement that you see—utilize social media,

print media, word-of-mouth, radio slots, and local news appearances. People should

be hearing about your event from multiple sources, on a regular basis. 

6) Hold first meeting

When the time comes to host your first meeting, focus should be placed first and

foremost on creating a safe and comfortable environment. If advertised as a support

group for parents and family of LGBTQ youth, it is likely that attendees may have

some anxiety, hesitation, or mixed emotions about attending—DO YOUR BEST TO

COMBAT THIS. Take your time introducing and getting to know one another.

Generate ground rules that all members of the group agree to abide by. Do not

require anyone to share who is not prepared to do so, but remind everyone that this is

a safe, non-judgmental space where they can share their story. 

7) Re-evaluate

Working with a group will be an on-going, ever-changing process that will require

trial and error. Try to learn something from each meeting, and adapt your future plans

as needed. A helpful tool in organizing any group is the use of feedback forms for

participants. Offer attendees the opportunity to provide written or verbal feedback to

your group’s leadership in order to promote an inclusive environment where all

individual’s voices are heard and valued. 
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Activities for Adult
Support Groups

Icebreakers

These get-to-know-you activities can be dreaded or embraced, but

often play a vital role in building rapport and establishing comfort

within your group. Whether it is posing a pre-determined question for

everyone to respond to or a simple “check-in” asking how everyone has

been since you last met, this is an easy way to start every meeting. If

you’d like to find more in-depth and unique icebreakers, be sure to

consult with online resources or social media for ideas. 

Goals

The purpose of any type of group is often a factor not only in the initial

recruitment of members, but also in sustaining membership over time.

Why will people feel inclined to return to the group? Will the group

solely provide direct support in this setting for one another, or will

members advocate more widely for the LGBTQ community? Be

specific, document your goals, and make sure they are specific,

measurable, achievable, realistic, and time oriented. Don’t forget, you

will need to re-evaluate as you accomplish your goals and draft new

ones. 
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Host 
your
own

"coming out"

For LGBTQ youth, coming out can be a rollercoaster of thoughts,

feelings, and emotions. Anticipation, anxiety, and fear about how

others will respond to this part of their identity can be exhausting to

navigate. Although you will never be able to fully understand the

experiences of your child, participating in your own coming out could

be therapeutic for parents or other family members. “Come out” as

anything that sets you apart—maybe it’s something you are fearful

others won’t understand, you’re extremely proud of, or that you feel is

quite “normal.” The goal here is to allow yourself to face the unknown

and experience any thoughts, feelings, and emotions that are

associated with all phases of the process. Ask yourself, how do you feel

before, during, and after you “come out” to the group. Remember to

reiterate throughout the exercise that this is a safe and confidential

environment for members to share vulnerably. 

Fundraise

Having your group engage with the community is not only a good way

to gain visibility and increase participation, but it also presents

opportunities for your group to acquire more resources to further your

mission. Raising funds can allow your group to treat members, provide

supplies, attend events, and fuel future endeavors that could benefit

from financial support. Suggestions for fundraisers include:

Trivia nights

Cookoffs

Corn-hole tournaments

Free-will donation

Matching donations from local businesses

Collective garage sales

Bake sale

Car wash

Holiday gift wrapping

Can drive

MANY MORE…
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Visibly showing support for and standing in solidarity with the LGBTQ

community is a simple way to engage as allies. Take the time to create

signs and posters as a group that can be used as props while marching

in the local Pride Parade or that can be hung on LGBTQ-affirming, local

businesses. This is an easy activity that you can do WITH your LGBTQ

youth to grow together. 

Create
Posters

Write
Letters

Outside of providing individual support for one another, your group of

parents/guardians, family members, and friends may wish to advocate

for LGBTQ rights to local, state, or federal governments. Spend some

time identifying different officials you would like to engage with, and

then contact them to ask for their help and support. Write letters or

emails, complete phone calls, or schedule in-person meetings to

discuss how they can support the LGBTQ community. 

Speaker 
Series

Having guests attend your group meetings is a great way to learn

about different topics that impact the LGBTQ community. After

brainstorming areas you would like to discuss, identify community

partners, organizations, or individuals who are experts that can speak

on a subject. Based on the interests of your group, guest speakers can

educate on a range of topics; be sure to include something for the

interests of everyone! 

Celebrate
Your Child

Every parent has times where they struggle with something regarding

their child. Even if you are having difficulty navigating how to support

your child in their LGBTQ identity, you can still take time to honor who

they are as a person. Have conversations with one another about what

you love and admire about your LGBTQ child. What are your favorite

memories involving your child? What about your child gives you hope?

Having these conversations can help build community amongst your

group—there is strength and power in recognizing that you are not

alone. Further, this practice will help remind you that your child is

more than “just” LGBTQ. 
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Host a 
book club

oExploring literature individually and then coming together as a group

to discuss it is a great way to facilitate conversations about varying

perspectives of different topics. Not everyone in your group will

highlight the same information from the text or have the same

thoughts and feelings regarding specific topics—learn to have open,

affirming, and productive conversations with one another! Other forms

of media can also present a great catalyst for discussion—check out

news articles, television shows, feature films, and even contemporary

music and then have a discussion. 

Form
Coalitions

There is strength in numbers. Are there other groups in your

community advocating for different communities? If so, connect with

them and have conversations about how you can support one another.

Allyship is important across all identities, not just to members of the

LGBTQ community. Invite other groups to meetings, attend theirs, and

think about the possibility of linking up to host an event!
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If you have questions after
reading the previous section,

you can connect with our
Parent & Family Coordinator

by emailing
dana@iowasafeschools.org  



 
Additional
Resources

&
Supports
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Adult Self-Care
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Not everyone will feel comfortable attending a support group or benefit from that

type of interaction—that is okay! Everyone learns and grows differently, so it is

important to identify different activities and practices that encourage the upkeep of

your own mental health as the parent/guardian or family member of an LGBTQ Youth.

Check out this list of self-care practices if you are looking for new ideas to get you

started:

Learn to play an instrument.

Go for a nature walk. 

Practice mindfulness exercises. 

Engage in deep-breathing. 

Try out muscle relaxation

techniques. 

Get a massage. 

Hit the gym. 

Cook yourself your favorite meal. 

Go out for dinner!

Check out a new movie. 

Meet up with friends for a social

gathering. 

Spend 30 minutes cleaning a specific

area in your home. 

Enjoy a cup of coffee. 

Try yoga!

Learn a new language. 

Dance in your kitchen. 

Text or call a friend. 

Identify a new hobby and get started. 

Plan a weekend getaway. 

Have an at-home spa day. 

Explore your neighborhood or

community. 

Read a book!

There is something for everyone! Be sure to have patience with yourself as you

navigate self-care; it is often difficult to make space for our own needs. It may take

some time to feel comfortable “relaxing” but be assured that this is normal. Feel free

to brainstorm with other people in your life about ideas they have, and do not be

afraid to try lots of different outlets!
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Recommended
Book List

Is it just a phase, a fad, or a real issue with your teen? This

comprehensive guidebook explores the unique challenges

that thousands of families face every day raising a teenager

who may be transgender, gender-variant or gender-fluid.

Covering extensive research and with many personal

interviews, as well as years of experience working in the field,

the author covers pressing concerns relating to physical and

emotional development, social and school pressures, medical

options, and family communications. Learn how parents can

advocate for their children, find acceptable colleges and

career paths, and raise their gender variant or transgender

adolescent with love and compassion.

The Transgender Teen by Stephanie Brill & Lisa Kenney

This is a Book for Parents of Gay Kids 
by Dan Owens-Reid & Kristin Russo

Written in an accessible Q&A format, here, finally, is the go-to

resource for parents hoping to understand and communicate

with their gay child. Through their LGBTQ-oriented site, the

authors are uniquely experienced to answer parents' many

questions and share insight and guidance on both emotional

and practical topics. Filled with real-life experiences from gay

kids and parents, this is the book gay kids want their parents

to read.
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Becoming Nicole chronicles a journey that could have

destroyed a family but instead brought it closer together. It’s

the story of a mother whose instincts told her that her child

needed love and acceptance, not ostracism and disapproval;

of a Republican, Air Force veteran father who overcame his

deepest fears to become a vocal advocate for trans rights; of a

loving brother who bravely stuck up for his twin sister; and of

a town forced to confront its prejudices, a school compelled

to rewrite its rules, and a courageous community of

transgender activists determined to make their voices heard.

Ultimately, Becoming Nicole is the story of an extraordinary

girl who fought for the right to be herself.

Becoming Nicole: The Transformation of  an American Family
by Amy Ellis Nutt

If your child is questioning their gender identity, you may

have questions of your own—The Conscious Parent's Guide to

Gender Identity helps answer those questions, providing a

relationship-oriented approach to supporting your child's

journey. Conscious parenting means being present with your

children and taking the time to understand their point of

view, especially when it comes to supporting their

exploration of gender identity. Using this mindful method,

you can support and guide your children as they discover

their authentic selves.

The Conscious Parent's Guide to Gender Identity 
by Darlene Tando
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Once a Girl, Always a Boy is Jeremy’s journey from childhood

through coming out as transgender and eventually emerging

as an advocate for the transgender community. This is not

only Jeremy’s story but also that of his family, told from

multiple perspectives—those of the siblings who struggled to

understand the brother they once saw as a sister, and of the

parents who ultimately joined him in the battle against

discrimination. This is a story of acceptance in a world not

quite ready to accept.

Once a girl, always a boy: a family memoir 
of a transgender journey by Jo Ivester

This is a book about gender, but it's not -a book about

gender.- It's not overwhelming, it's not overly complicated,

and it's not exhausting to read. It is a couple hundred pages

of gender exploration, social justice how-tos, practical

resources, and fun graphics & comics. It offers clear, easily-

digested, and practical explanations of one of the most

commonly misunderstood things about people. Sam dissects

gender using a comprehensive, non-binary toolkit, with a

focus on making this subject accessible and enjoyable. All

this to help you understand something that is so commonly

misunderstood, but something we all think we get: gender.

The Social Justice Advocate's Handbook: A Guide to Gender
by Sam Killerman
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This comprehensive first of its kind guidebook explores the

unique challenges that thousands of families face every day

raising their children in every city and state. Through

extensive research and interviews, as well as years of

experience working in the field, the authors cover gender

variance from birth through college. How can I best raise my

gender variant or transgender child with love and

compassion, even when I barely understand the issues ahead

of us? And what is gender, anyway? These questions and

more are answered in this book offering a deeper

understanding of gender variant and transgender children

and teens.

The Transgender Child by Stephanie & Rachel Pepper

Raising My Rainbow is Lori Duron’s frank, heartfelt, and

brutally funny account of her and her family's adventures of

distress and happiness raising a gender-creative son. Whereas

her older son, Chase, is a Lego-loving, sports-playing boy's

boy, her younger son, C.J., would much rather twirl around in

a pink sparkly tutu, with a Disney Princess in each hand while

singing Lady Gaga's "Paparazzi." Written in Lori's uniquely

witty and warm voice and launched by her incredibly popular

blog of the same name, Raising My Rainbow is the

unforgettable story of her wonderful family as they navigate

the often challenging but never dull privilege of raising a

slightly effeminate, possibly gay, totally fabulous son.

Raising My Rainbow: Adventures in Raising a Fabulous,
Gender Creative Son by Lori Duron
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Activities for Your
Child

The Youth Engagement Team at Iowa Safe Schools works hard to provide

programming specific to LGBTQ and allied youth, with the goal of creating safe

spaces, building community, and encouraging advocacy. Programming is

constantly adapting to the needs of LGBTQ youth, and we currently have these

opportunities to get involved:

Annual Governor's Conference 
on LGBTQ Youth

Carmen Carrera (RuPaul’s Drag Race)
Jonathan Van Ness (Netflix’s Queer Eye)
Kim Chi (RuPaul’s Drag Race)
Miz Cracker (RuPaul’s Drag Race)
Kristin Beck (1st out transgender Navy Seal)
Judy Shepard (Mother of Matthew Shepard)
Moises Kaufman (Author of The Laramie Project)
His Royal Highness Prince Manvendra Singh Gohil (1st out royal of India)
Leisha Hailey (Actress)
Miss Coco Peru (Comedian/Monologist)
Blake Skjellerup (Olympian)
Darren Young (WWE Superstar)
Former Prime Minister of Iceland Jóhanna Sigurðardóttir (1st out world leader in
the modern era)

The annual Governor’s Conference on LGBTQ Youth was created in 2005 with the
purpose of creating a safe space for LGBTQ youth in the Midwest to gather, show their
pride, and learn about ways to advocate in their communities. Through the years, the
conference has grown to be the largest LGBTQ youth conference in the nation, and
has featured celebrity guest speakers from all walks of life, including:
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Student Leadership Council

The Student Leadership Council (SLC) is comprised of
16-18 year old LGBTQ and allied youth who have a
strong desire to interact with the larger community in
advocacy efforts. The SLC acts as the organization's
student focus group that brainstorms, plans, and
enacts change at many different levels. Whether it is
outlining and refining our legislative agenda,
presenting at conferences, or meeting with legislators
to discuss important topics, our SLC students have a
wealth of opportunities that are great resume builders
for their future! For more info on how to apply,
contact GSA Coordinator, Kaylyn Fisher, at
kaylyn@iowasafeschools.org !

Virtual Hangout

Virtual Hangout was created as a virtual drop-in for
LGBTQ youth in 6-12th grade to help promote and
sustain connection during the height of the Covid-19
pandemic. Virtual hangout continues to be a safe,
supportive, and affirming space for LGBTQ and allied
youth to discuss a variety of topics. The Hangout uses
Zoom, a free online platform, for connecting youth
across Iowa. Zoom can be accessed through phones,
tablets, and laptops. Virtual hangout is facilitated by
Iowa Safe Schools' Staff in a secure meeting room. If
interested in attending Virtual Hangout, visit
bit.ly/virtualgsa to sign up today!
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Iowa GSA Network

Support students who have been victims of bullying, harassment, or assault
Build a space where students can express themselves and live their truth
Problem solve issues within the group and create a strong foundation for the
GSAs continued success
Create positive change in their school and community

The Iowa GSA Network is designed to empower middle and high school students on
their mission to create safe spaces through their GSAs. It provides resources and
assistance to LGBTQ and allied students as well as the educators and advisors who
support them. The Network assists students interested in starting a GSA at their
school, and connects GSAs around the state. GSAs who join the GSA Network are
provided an e-toolkit of materials and ideas to help the group:

Visit https://www.iowasafeschools.org/gsa-network/ to join the Network today!
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Affirming Resource Library

Affirming
Resource

Library

The Affirming Resource Library (ARL) is a resource of
collected literature for all ages of the LGBTQ or ally
community. Studies show that when youth are able to
identify a part of themselves in a piece of literature,
they are happier, healthier, and better students. That’s
where the Affirming Resource Library comes in!
The library provides students and parents across Iowa
with FREE books that feature LGBTQ characters,
themes or topics. Every student, regardless of their
sexual orientation or gender identity should have
access to positive and supportive books they can
relate to. To view the selection of available titles visit
https://www.iowasafeschools.org/affirming-
resources-library/ today!

GSA Con

Held at the beginning of every school year, GSA Con is the fall kickoff event for GSAs
in the state! Students have the opportunity to celebrate diversity of the LGBTQ
community, collaborate across the spectrum of identities and experiences, and
empower each other to build on successful student organizations. This is a FREE
conference, and includes engaging workshops on community organizing, pride,
and establishing a strong foundation for a GSA. In addition, students have the
opportunity to network with other GSAs throughout the state, and advisors are
encouraged to attend as there are workshop sessions tailored directly to adults.
FREE registration for GSA Con 2021 is open now at bit.ly/lgbtqcon21 !
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Student Day at the Capitol

Each year at Student Day at the Capitol (SDAC), students from across Iowa have a
chance to meet legislators, including members of leadership in both the Iowa House
and Iowa Senate at Student Day at the Capitol. For the past 15 years, Iowa Safe
Schools has worked in the Iowa Legislature to pass important legislation supporting
LGBTQ youth and fighting back against attacks to take away protections. Thanks to
the work of students in conjunction with Iowa Safe Schools staff, the Iowa
Legislature passed our state’s anti-bully law and extended civil rights to include
sexual orientation and gender identity. Students will receive training on lobbying 101,
messaging, telling your story, and current issues being faced by the LGBTQ
community. Keep an eye on our social media for the the date of this years SDAC to
be released!
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Become a CSCA
Iowa Safe School’s Certified School Culture Advocate certification program is

available to all adults who want to learn more about research-driven best

practices for creating a safe and positive climate and culture. Completing this

continuing education coursework provides adults with the necessary tools to

create welcoming spaces for underrepresented populations, engage students in

civic dialogue, and ensure that all students feel safe and supported in different

spaces. Graduates are equipped to lead purposeful professional development,

form effective partnerships with community stakeholders, and transform the

culture of their community to prepare all youth for their next steps. 

CERTIFIED
SCHOOL
CULTURE
ADVOCATE
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Glossary
This is a vocabulary list to use as a foundation for talking about different

identities. By no means is this a comprehensive list. Rather, it is a start for

having meaningful conversations. Please note: No definition should be taken

as legal or medical counsel.

Asexual – a person who experiences no sexual attraction to others, but may be

attracted to others in different ways.

Aromantic – experiencing no romantic attraction to others, but may be attracted

to others in different way.

Ally – a non-LGBTQ individual who advocates for and supports LGBTQ causes; a

person who advocates for and supports the causes of a community of which

they are not a part.

Bisexual – a person who is romantically, sexually, and/or emotionally attracted to

a person regardless of gender; a person who is attracted to the own gender and

others.

Cisgender – a term used to describe a person whose gender identity corresponds

to their sex assigned at birth.

FTM – an abbreviation of female to male. May be used to describe a transgender

man.

Gay – a person who is romantically, sexually and/or emotionally attracted to

people of the same gender, typically used to describe men who are attracted to

other men.
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Gender Binary – the belief that every person must identify with one of two

genders.

Gender Expression – the external representation of a person’s gender through

clothing, hairstyles, speech, behavior, and other physical characteristics.

Gender Dysphoria – the emotional distress a person experiences when they

realize that their gender identity does not align with their sex assigned at birth;

the condition of feeling one's emotional and psychological identity as male or

female to be different to one's biological

sex.

Genderfluid – a gender identity that is not fixed or anchored to one specific

gender and changes over periods of time.

Gender Identity – a person’s innermost sense of gender often connected to

names and gender pronouns.

Gender Non-Conforming – a person whose gender identity may or may not

conform with the gender they were assigned at birth. People with this identity

may or may not identify with the "transgender" identity.

Genderqueer – a person whose gender identity may or may not conform with

the gender they were assigned at birth. People with this identity may or may not

identify with the "transgender" identity.

Homophobia – the fear, hatred, or dislike of LGB people which can often

manifest through acts of harassment and discrimination.

Intersex – an umbrella term used to describe people born with a combination of

biological traits - including hormones, chromosomes, or anatomy - that does not

fit medical definitions of female or male.
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Lesbian – a woman or nonbinary person who is romantically, sexually, and/or

emotionally attracted to other women.

MTF – an abbreviation of male to female. May be used to describe a transgender

woman.

Outing – voluntary or unwanted disclosure of another person’s sexual

orientation, gender identity, gender expression, or intersex status.

Pansexual – a person who is romantically, sexually, and/or emotionally attracted

to people regardless of their sex, gender identity, or gender expression.

Passing – a term used to describe a transgender person whose gender identity is

correctly perceived by others without also being identified as transgender.

Pronouns – the set of terms that people use to refer to individuals in place of

their names.

Queer – a term used to describe people with fluid or nonfixed gender identities

and/or sexual orientations; once used as a derogatory term to shame LGBTQ

people, it is now an reclaimed term similar to LGBTQ

Questioning – a term used to describe a person who is exploring or unsure of

their own sexual orientation or gender identity.

Sex Assigned at Birth – the sex determined at birth by doctors, primarily based

on the external anatomy of the child.

Sexual Orientation – the romantic, sexual, and/or emotional attraction to other

people with the potential to form a relationship.



If you have questions about this guide, or how to best-support your
LGBTQ child, connect with us!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

www.iowasafeschools.org
bit.ly/parentfamilyinfo

#ParentFamilyInfo
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Transitioning – the process by which a person develops a gender expression

which more closely affirms with their gender identity. Transitioning may mean

changes in name, pronouns, and/or physical appearance.

Transgender (or Trans) – a term used to describe a person who does not identify

or exclusively identify with their sex assigned at birth.

Transphobia – the fear, hatred, or dislike of trans people which can often

manifest through acts of harassment and discrimination.

http://www.iowasafeschools.org/





